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OPTION 1
JOIN THE TELECONFERENCE
TO PRAY
At the three meal times on Tuesday 19th May there will be a
teleconference that you can dial into.
This will be facilitated by Stuart Brooking. Whether there are
a few people or a lot, you can dial in and take part. Just listen
or say your own prayer when the opportunity is given.
Dial from anywhere in Australia (02) 8015 6011
then enter the following information to be connected:
Meeting number: 922 787 7748# Participant ID: #
Password: 622#
Teleconference times (AEST) – 7am, 12.30pm, 7pm
(each will last about 30 minutes).
Fasting for one or more meals will open up more time to pray
in your day.

OPTION 2
ENCOURAGE YOUR
CHURCH AND/OR
FRIENDS
You may like to meet online with a few
friends during breakfast, lunch or dinner
time. Instead of eating, you could pray
for the ministry.
To encourage your church you can ask
OCA for more resources such as videos or
PowerPoint slides to share.

OPTION 3
PRIVATE OR
FAMILY PRAYER
Please put in your diary now a
time when you can especially
focus on OCA’s partner Bible
colleges and our Australian
operations.
It doesn’t have to be Tuesday
19th May, but on that day there
will be people around Australia,
and indeed in our partner
colleges, praying for the work.
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COVER: Christina Khamis from ABTS visits the ancient
ruins at Baalbek in Lebanon during an outing for the
Mile Deep Strategy Conference in February 2020
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1st to 10th MAY 2020

FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Just one topic of conversation in 2020
It is a strange thing that I can email to anywhere in
the world amongst the hundreds of people on my
email list and say “How are you going?” and everyone
knows that I am referring to the same realities – how
are you going with the effects of COVID-19?
When the stock market tanked in early March I
thought about my modest investments. Then I
thought about the impact on OCA’s supporters. I
reflected on the GFC and the lessons we learnt at
that time within the organisation. I started to think
through how to ensure the care of staff, the care of our
supporters, and the survivability of OCA throughout
2020. That all seemed reasonable, even responsible.
After a couple of days, I had a spiritual jolt. I felt the
Lord asking me why OCA existed? I knew the answer
immediately - it is not so our organisation can
survive! We exist for the good of our partner colleges
and all our actions get put through the sieve of ‘Is it
good for our partners?’. We have even had a mantra
for many years about how good it would be if OCA
was no longer needed!
I repented of some of my thoughts and activity in
the previous couple of days, and asked myself ‘What
about our international partners?’ I thought through
the sorts of things they’d need in the coming months
and the sorts of things OCA could do to assist. We
came up with a range of ideas and worked through
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them with the Board and the staff. Some of those are
included in our 'Shoulder to Shoulder Strategy' flyer.
Not surprisingly, I found myself very energised when
my thoughts went outwards. No longer focussed on
myself or OCA, I was thrilled at the thought that once
again God had entrusted us to build on the personal
and organisational friendships that we have, and to
strengthen in times of difficulty, the many capable
international partners we have.
2020 will be a notable year for the whole world.
For Christians it will be a new environment for
discipleship. For OCA it will be a year where we live
out the same values, but in all sorts of new ways.
For our partners they too will live out their values
and invent new ways to train leaders and connect
meaningfully with their context to the glory of Christ.
Not quite business as usual, but sort of.
Pray with us in this notable year.

Rev Dr Stuart BrookingU

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father, thank you for calling us to look beyond our own comfort
and focus our attention on our friends in the developing world. Lord,
we ask that you help OCA to be a blessing to our international partners
and that you strengthen existing relationships through this time. Please
inspire OCA and the OC Network with strategies for seeing your will come
to pass and for our actions to be helpful and effective during the Covid-19
crisis. Amen.
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11th to 17th MAY 2020

STAFF UPDATE FROM STUART BROOKING

KEN OFFORD, HEAD OF CONSULTING - CHAPTER ENDS
Our daughters had just graduated from university and
the families were having a casual lunch to mark the
occasion. Amidst the celebrations the usual question
came, ‘So what do you do?’. My brief summary was
not enough for Ken. He wanted to know more
about OCA. His background in electrical engineering
consulting had also included some monitoring work
for development agencies in the Pacific. The logic
of OCA struck him and led him to join the ministry
in 2012. He consulted on projects in PNG for us and
travelled around the Pacific and to parts of Africa.
In the past, OCA had occasionally provided people to
contribute to our partner colleges as consultants. But
Ken and I started dreaming about something more
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long term - a fellowship of consultants. We spent a
number of years talking and trying to get something
happening. About three years ago it all began to fall
into place. As Head of Consulting, Ken has kept the
mechanism of the program going and encouraged
and de-briefed many of the consultants. We have
about 25 involved in the fellowship now and more
people are leaning in.
Ken has been a great member of the OCA staff. He
has given his time generously and covered his costs
in all the travel. He is a winsome Christian gentleman
and will be missed from our regular staff meetings.
We expect he will continue in occasional consulting
activities in the coming years.

PLEASE PRAY
Lord God, we thank you for Ken and his generous commitment to OCA over many years. Please
bless him as he moves into this new season and give him refreshment and joy. We also thank you

BISHOP STEPHEN HALE
OCA VICTORIAN DIRECTOR

REV. PHIL NORTH
OCA QUEENSLAND DIRECTOR

Stephen is a graduate of Moore College but has spent
most of his ministry years in Melbourne. He headed
the diocesan youth ministry, was a regional bishop,
and for the past 10 years was vicar of St Hilary’s
church, a large evangelical ministry in Melbourne’s
east. The links with OCA precede Stephen’s arrival
at St Hil’s, but he was encouraging of those links,
valuing the strategic nature of OCA. In February
Stephen began as our Victorian Director. The work is
part time thus allowing him to fulfill other ministry
and leadership roles in Melbourne, nationally, and
internationally.

We’re also delighted to welcome Philip North onto
the team. OCA has not previously had a director in
Queensland, so he will be helping to build up the
small but faithful supporter base we have in that
state.

As well as his primary role of promoting the ministry
of OCA in Victoria, Stephen will also have a part in
extending our Africa Mile Deep Strategy. Since that
strategy focusses on the 105 Anglican colleges in that
continent, it is a natural fit for him.

Phil worked as a Registered Surveyor for 25 years.
Later in life, he studied theology at SMBC. He
was subsequently ordained and ministered in the
Anglican Diocese of Armidale for almost four years.
He has since been part of a short-term mission team
to Uganda and completed further tertiary studies in
theology.
In 2014 Phil and his wife Diane retired to the Gold
Coast where they continue to live.
He will also be mentored by Ken Offord over the coming
months to help further develop the administrative
leadership of our Consultancy Program.

for Stephen and Phil and ask that you inspire them in their work with OCA. We pray they find great
satisfaction in connecting Australian supporters with Bible colleges in the developing world and that
you open doors for key relationships to develop. Amen.
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18th to 24th MAY 2020

25th to 31st MAY 2020

WE GIVE THANKS
“Do not be afraid little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the kingdom. Sell your possessions and
give to the poor. Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven that will never fail,
where no thief comes near and no moth destroys. For where your treasure is there your heart will be also.”
Luke 12:32-34

Jesus gives us such depth to contemplate in the bad times and good times of life. He challenges some of us
literally to give up all we have, and others to live ready to do so. Christians have heard and obeyed this sort of
call again and again. Each donation to God’s work is a small indication of the truth of what our master teaches.
In the January to March Quarter we had $217,000
donated to our partner Bible colleges.
Student sponsorship received $57,000. Funds
were given this quarter for students in 16 of our
partner colleges. Most of the students continue to
study online with teachers exploring new ways to
provide not just the content of their classes, but also
the teacher/student interaction which is so critical to
learning.
Faculty Study Grants – $18,000. We’re grateful
for funds provided for six individual faculty members
in Asia and Africa, and for the dozen students at
Christian Leaders’ Training College in PNG who are
studying the MTh program.
Rev Patience Wanzala is the principal of Carlile College
in Nairobi. Her online masters course in theological
education with London School of Theology has been

immediately helpful to her. She reported that what
she was learning, she was in turn guiding her faculty
to apply in their teaching. This course has helped her
leadership of the academic standards of the college.
22 different Projects received $142,000 last
quarter. About half the funds were given to our
strategy in Indonesia where we work with a group of
55 Bible colleges in the PASTI network. Other funds
went to library projects in Asia and Africa, and some
to the loans we have given as part of our Africa Mile
Deep Strategy. In this case, smaller colleges have
been coached by local Hub colleges and they have
been awarded loans to help with small business
enterprises. We hope this will help to diversify the
income streams of these colleges. First indications
are very positive for the progress of these small
projects which borrow the start-up capital of $5,000
to $15,000.

A PRAYER FOR OUR HOMES,
OUR COUNTRY AND OUR WORLD
DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS
Creator God, Redeemer, and Guide, we come before
you this day.
We thank you Father for the homes you have placed
us in. Protect each one of us under this roof. Give us a
deeper enjoyment of the daily routine and of those
with whom we share our space. Lift our thoughts
beyond just ourselves, and help us to bring the joy of
your presence into all that we do each day. Thank you
for the fruit of your Spirit which comes to us in Christ.
May we experience more deeply the joy, patience and
peace that signify his work within us.
We pray Sovereign Lord, for our nation. We ask for
great wisdom and strength for our leaders. We pray
for insight for all who determine policy and govern
us. We pray for commitment and stamina for all those
who implement our governments’ decisions. Protect
the vulnerable in their homes, or on the streets; those
in prisons, refugee camps and those abroad. Keep
safe all who work in our hospitals and clinics. Give
wisdom to our business leaders and those who head

up our societies and clubs as they manage difficult
conditions. We ask for your favour on our nation, that
through all we experience we may grow in knowledge
of the Lord and be transformed by your Spirit.
We lift our eyes to you, kind Lord. You see all. Be
gracious to our world, we pray. First, we think of our
sisters and brothers in other lands. We know some by
name and others through reports of their ministries
and lives. We think too of the billions who do not
know you. They all face dangers and uncertainties.
Deliver them we pray from the extension of suffering
and bring order and health to their lands. Raise up
your people for this time, that your churches may be
Christ’s feet and hands, and bring you much glory.
We admit that it is sometimes hard to understand your
sovereignty over this world. Help us to call to mind
your goodness and faithfulness in times past that we
may believe in your goodness and faithfulness now.
With your character in mind we pray, though our Lord
Jesus Christ. Amen

PLEASE PRAY
Great Teacher, with many colleges now working through the complex issues of online education,
please guide your teachers to teach well. Help students to embrace new life patterns that assist
them to learn, to work, and to minister. Help the colleges to expand their impact through the
opportunities that come from online education. Amen.
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The SAIACS team is providing groceries and help to needy migrant workers and construction labourers in their community.
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1st to 7th JUNE 2020

SAVE
THE

DATE

PLEASE PRAY
Father God, we ask for your wisdom for the OCA team in planning the Annual Dinner Series for
2020. Please show them the best way forward. We pray that you would ease the Covid-19 crisis
around the globe and bring relief to this situation. Please bring freedom, health and renewal to
the whole world. We ask you to bless Bishop Samy as he prepares to come and share with us and
encourage him with your word. Amen.

ANNUAL DINNER SERIES 2020
Please pray for the OCA team as we will be deliberating
in July on the feasibility of running our Annual Dinner
program in October and November this year.
With the challenge of the Covid-19 crisis, we will
need to assess whether these events can go ahead in
2020 … or perhaps next year in 2021!
All being well, we will proceed with our plans to host
our wonderful friend from Egypt, Bishop Dr. Samy
Shehata as our guest speaker.
Bishop Samy is the Principal of Alexandria School of
Theology and is also the Area Bishop of North Africa.
Furthermore, he has been the Dean of St Mark’s ProCathedral in Alexandria for 10 years. He is married to

Madeleine and has two adult sons, Rafik and Rami.
Bishop Samy has represented his Diocese at many
international conferences and serves as a board
member for various groups in the Diocese of Egypt:
the executive, financial, and literature Boards.
It will be a privilege and inspiration to hear from
Bishop Samy. We invite you to join us to learn more
about theological education in the Egyptian context,
how Egyptian Christians are dealing with the
question of Islam and to discover the rich history of
the Egyptian church.
Now is the time to put these dates in your diary so
that you don’t miss this opportunity!

MELBOURNE - SATURDAY 24TH OCTOBER
MAITLAND - THURSDAY 29TH OCTOBER
CENTRAL COAST - FRIDAY 30TH OCTOBER
SYDNEY - SATURDAY 31ST OCTOBER
BRISBANE - THURSDAY 5TH NOVEMBER
PERTH - SATURDAY 7TH NOVEMBER
CANBERRA BREAKFAST - TBA
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8th to 14th JUNE 2020

Sadhu Sundar Singh

THE IMPORTANCE OF
TEACHING LOCALISED
CHURCH HISTORY
Rev. Dr. Stuart Brooking, OCA Executive Director
On my first trip to India I stood in the chapel hall of
Madras Theological Seminary in Chennai. Around
the walls were large prints of some of the defining
Christian leaders throughout history. I noticed three
things. There were leaders from the early history of
Christianity with whom I was very familiar from my
own studies. There were western leaders from the
Wesleyan tradition which indicated some of the
founding theological history of the college. The third
group showed me I had a lot to learn about India. There
were several Indian and Asian leaders, who at that
time I had never even heard of. I felt my ignorance,
and also a joy that this gallery told a history of God’s
goodness that was different from the one I knew. I
expect there is a deeper joy experienced by the young
believers at Madras Theological Seminary when they
look around the walls of their chapel.

controversial and inspirational in equal measure.
Many Indians continue to look to him for inspiration in
contextualising the faith which critiques the failings
of western faith and seeks a genuine discipleship on
Indian soil.
Localised church history teaching strengthens
the evangelism and discipleship of the church.
It is of great interest to me to see the importance
given to the history of the faith as it is localised in
each country. The frequent charge that Christianity
is western and thus not legitimate in Asia or
Africa can only be countered through theological
enlightenment, but generally that begins with a
discussion about history. Let me give a couple of
examples:
•

The church in Mongolia promotes the
knowledge that one of Chinggis Khaan’s wives
was a Nestorian Christian. The great founder of
the nation thereby showed the legitimacy of
Christianity. That matters to Mongolians.

•

In Pakistan the ancient ruins of a town are a key
part of the early witness of Christianity. There is
documentary evidence of St Thomas lodging in
the area before heading to the west coast and
east coast of India. That matters to Pakistanis.

Localised church history teaching strengthens
the joy of believers.
One example of the pictures of the great ones in
that hall was Sadhu Sundar Singh. He was a convert
from Sikhism who took the title ‘Sadhu’, which
means ‘holy man’. His ministry was in the early 20th
Century and he had many experiences travelling
around taking the gospel to numerous groups. He
rejected the expectation of ‘westernising’ to do
ministry. He preached and published several books
in which he emphasised the importance of Indians
living an Indian Christianity. At the time that was
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Localised church history teaching strengthens
the legitimacy of Christianity in each place.

PLEASE PRAY
God of all nations, thank you that you are building your church around the world and in many different
contexts. We pray that you would encourage and bring joy to Bible college students as they study
their unique church history. May their studies strengthen the evangelism and discipleship of the local
church and bring a sense of legitimacy to Christians, particularly where they are in the minority or face
persecution. Amen.
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15th to 21st JUNE 2020

ADDRESSING ISSUES OF
IDENTITY AND BELONGING

PLEASE PRAY
Lord, you are God over all of history. Thank you for the missionaries and theologians from the Middle
East and North Africa who spread the gospel and planted churches during the early Christian centuries.
We pray that this rich Christian heritage will inspire the students at JETS and strengthen their identity in
Christ and as Arab Christians. Amen.

Mr Chris Dawson, Teacher of Church History at Jordan Evangelical Theological Seminary, Jordan
We teach a general Church History course at Jordan
Evangelical Theological Seminary (JETS), but also a
course specifically on Eastern Church History. In the
development of Christian Doctrine, it was theologians
from the Middle East and North Africa that made
inroads during the early Christian centuries. With
regard to mission, the eastern denominations saw all
of Asia and Africa as their parish. A thousand years
before William Carey, eastern missionaries had begun
planting churches as far south as Ethiopia and India,
and as far east as China and Korea. Thus, JETS students
get to realise that Eastern Church History is their own
back story and one they can be proud of.

JETS course.

Jets history field trip visiting the 8th century AD Christian city of Um er Resas which includes a huge mosaic of Christian cities of the time

Finally, a focus on eastern church history helps ensure
that, at least on the evangelical side, there are no
unnecessary barriers to better relations with members
of the older eastern denominations. Students are
able to grasp the fact that orthodox Christians are
indeed just that: ‘orthodox Christians’. The course also
makes students aware of the spiritual tradition of the
orthodox family of churches.

It is also part of their identity. They are not heirs of
a western transplant but of an indigenous Church
that has been in the area for two millennia. As Arab
Christians they belong here every bit as much as did
their ancestors. At a time when the visible church is
losing ground in parts of the Arab world, the historical
role of Christians in the development of Arabic culture
can be affirmed. Eastern Christians were important
players in the Islamic Umayyad and Abbasid periods,
especially with regard to learning. Their spearheading
of the Arab Renaissance in the 19th and 20th centuries
also points to their undeniable right to be considered
as part of a more inclusive Arab identity.
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When some of their friends suggest that their being
Christian makes them only doubtfully ‘Arab’, they can
point to the vibrant Christian Arab culture that existed
in the East before Islam came on the scene. An example
of this is at Christian Petra. Aspects of that pre-Islamic
culture are covered in ‘Arab Christian heritage’, another

Detail from the Um er Resas mosaic showing the
Christian city of Gaza
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22nd to 28th JUNE 2020

PARADIGM SHIFTS FOR
RESEARCHING INDIAN
CHURCH HISTORY
Rev. Dr. A. Jayakumar, Vice Principal of Madras Theological Seminary and College, India
Christianity in India is as old as Christianity itself! It is
believed that St. Thomas, one of the twelve disciples
of Jesus Christ, brought the gospel to India, arriving
in A.D. 52. He planted churches in seven places in
Kerala, a region in south-west India, and this history
is recorded in folk songs such as ‘Ramban Thoma
Pattu’, ‘Margamkali Pattu’ and ‘Veeradian Pattu’.
Until the 15th century, Christianity was confined to
this region and failed to break through among the
masses because of a lack of evangelistic activities.
The expansion of Christianity happened with
the coming of the Portuguese in the sixteenth
century, followed by the Dutch and then the
British in the 17th century. The missionaries who
came during the colonial rule were strenuously
involved in propagating Christianity to the natives.
The history of Christianity in India was written by
these missionaries from a western perspective and
for western readership in European countries. The
intent was to promote their mission endeavor in
India, and so their writings portrayed the history
of Christianity in this country as an extension
of western church history, not allowing for an
independent history. Unfortunately, they also
devalued the social, religious and cultural values of
the colonised people.
It was only in the middle of the 20th century,
coinciding with the nationalist movement, that a
paradigm shift took place in the historiography of
the Indian church. Local historians began to think
critically and question the credibility of the tools
15 applied by the western writers in the past. The

process of finding a relevant methodology from
an Indian perspective revealed several areas that
had been formerly neglected. As a result, Christian
histories in India began to be drawn from a greater
diversity of source material, such as Hindu, Muslim
and secular sources. Subsequently, in the 1960s,
the Church History Association of India (CHAI)
developed a new approach to Indian church
history, taking into account, "the socio cultural,
regional, national and ecumenical dimensions".
They published six volumes on the history of
Christianity in India.
During the 1980s and 1990s, CHAI was criticised for
publishing histories that discriminated against the
subalterns; those with low social status. Societal
groups such as the Dalits, Tribals, Advasis and
women were ignored, even though they had been
heavily involved in the formation of Christianity
in India. The contribution of these people must
be considered because they do not exist at the
periphery, but at the centre of the Christian
message. This realisation gave rise to the concept
of "history from below".
Today, while researching church history in India,
it is imperative that the content be studied “from
below” – from the perspective of the subalterns.
The traditions, culture, folk songs, pains and
sufferings of the subaltern people need to find
a place in the history of the Indian church as
they form more than 70% of the Indian Christian
population.

PLEASE PRAY
Loving God, thank you that there has been a shift in how church history is written and studied in India.
We pray that Indian church leaders and theologians continue to reveal the unique identity of the church
in their context and that through this you are glorified. We pray for all those studying at MTSC. Please
strengthen and encourage them in their faith and equip them for effective ministry as they share the
gospel and care for their communities. Amen.
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29th JUNE to 5th JULY 2020

THE EGYPTIAN CHURCH
– A RICH HISTORY

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father, thank you that the church in Egypt has survived through centuries of external upheaval. We
praise you for inspiring the leaders at AST to develop in-depth courses for students to study and understand the
unique Egyptian context. We pray that as they study, students will be equipped with confidence, knowledge and
insight that will help them to be effective witnesses for you. Amen.

Bishop Dr Samy Shehata, Principal of Alexandria School of Theology, Egypt
Now more than 19 centuries old, the Egyptian church
remains essentially the same despite the changes
which she has undergone. Egyptian church history
could be simplified into a series of historic events, but
this is insufficient. Studying the past must give us an
insight into moral and religious life, the development
of ideas, and the context in which people have
become believers.
On the surface, Egypt has a very long history going
back to the Pharaohs (3125 BC) and features an
extensive history of colonisation. This began with the
Hyksos from 1640-1540 BC, moved on to the Roman
Empire from 34 BC-396 AD, and then the Byzantine
Empire from 396-640 AD.
During the Roman period, Christianity was introduced
to Egypt through St. Mark the Evangelist around 68
AD. Egyptians were persecuted by the Romans for
their Christian faith and by the Byzantines for their
non-Chalcedonain faith.
After occupation by the Byzantines, Egypt moved
into a period of Islamic conquest. The story of Islam
belongs to a long sequence of regimes commencing
with the Ummayyads from 662-750. Multiple Islamic
factions conquered the region over the subsequent
centuries, culminating with the Ottoman Empire
which ruled from 1517.
Over 200 years later, the French invasion of Egypt
began in 1798 and lasted 5 years. After the departure
of the French in 1802, the struggle between Turks,
Mamluks and Albanian Soldiers ended in Muhammad
Ali ruling Egypt from 1805-1848. The British
occupied Egypt from 1882-1952, but Muhammad
17 Ali’s descendants were ruling the country until the

revolution of 1952.
Alexandria School of Theology (AST) trains young
men and women contextually to deal with the
challenges of multi-faith and multi-cultural society in
contemporary Egypt. One needs to study theology in
the light of our long history. AST has developed four
courses relating to the context and history of Egypt.
The long life of the Church offers us rich material, not
only related to the external events listed above, but to
internal actions and ideas. Our curriculum responds to
questions such as:
•

How did the Church start, grow, and develop in
Egypt from early times?

•

What are the challenges in the different eras of
history?

•

How do Egyptians understand Reformation
in relation to the traditional Coptic Orthodox
Church of Egypt?

•

How do Christians relate to the changes in
culture, especially in the Islamic context?

Our courses are as follows:

1. EARLY CHURCH HISTORY
In this subject we study the foundation of the church
and the development of its life. Early Church History
tracks the conversion of Egypt to Christianity. It is
fascinating to examine the Catechetical school of
Alexandria (the oldest Christian theological school
in the world) and the early fathers, studying their
thoughts and how these relate to contemporary
issues in the church today.
Looking at the internal life of the church, this subject
considers the development of teaching, based on

doctrines and theology. The development of worship
is also explored, along with the forms of church
governance. All of this helps us to understand the links
between the Patristic Period (generally considered to
run from the end of New Testament times to AD 451)
and the practice and liturgy of the Coptic Orthodox
Church.

2. THE MIDDLE AGES AND REFORMATION
HISTORY
This subject is taught as a tool to understand the
challenges of medieval Europe and its relation to the
churches of the east. We investigate the many points
of contact with the eastern church, highlighting the
development of Islamic civilisation and its influence
on the western church.
We explore the development of thought on issues at
the heart of the Reformation, such as the question
of justification and sacraments. It’s very interesting
to look at how the Reformation changed society’s
understanding of the church and its ministry. This
leads into studying the contrast between traditional
and reformed theology and practice.

4. ORIENTAL CHURCH HISTORY
There is a long period of co-existence between
Muslims and Christians in Egypt. Exploring this
topic in our context goes beyond merely the literary
setting. We consider geographic, linguistic, social,
political, cultural, and ideological factors as well. We
enjoy investigating how the church has operated as
a liaison between Muslims and Christians since the
arrival of Islam in Egypt up to our own day. This topic
also looks at the periods of peace and persecution, the
correspondence between the political regimes and
the treatment of Christians in Egypt.
Our exploration delves into the conversion of Egypt
over 500 years to become a majority Muslim country
after its long history as a majority Christian nation.
This leads into studying the survival of the church in
a very complicated social and economic reality, from
the seventh to the twenty-first century. Finally, we
examine the church in contemporary society and its
witness.
African leaders visiting the AST Library in February as part of
the Mile Deep Strategy Conference.

3. MODERN CHURCH HISTORY
This topic examines the new churches founded in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. There are
18 different Christian denominations in contemporary
Egypt. We examine the roots and doctrines of each
church critically; especially the denominations which
have a unique creed and are not considered Christian
churches in Egypt. It is an examination of traditions
from a biblical and conservative point of view.
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6th to 12th JULY 2020

THE SUCCESS OF THE GOSPEL
IN MELANESIA
Rev Dr William Longgar, Principal of Christian Leaders Training Centre, Papua New Guinea
In most parts of the Western Pacific (Melanesia),
the advent of Christianity predated annexation of
settlements by colonial powers that had political
and economic interests in the region. Unlike the ‘New
World’, where annexation and missionisation went
hand in hand, in most areas of Melanesia missionaries
were the first to pacify the people through the power
of the gospel message they came to share.

FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS FOR
THE ACCEPTANCE AND GROWTH
OF CHRISTIANITY IN MELANESIA
In the providence of God, Melanesia was already a
fertile soil for the seeds of the gospel message to fall
on and germinate, resulting in robust congregations
springing up. These favourable conditions comprised
five main elements:
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Firstly, the traditional religious beliefs of the
Melanesians in ‘high gods’, deities, ancestors and the
host of other spirit powers people feared for a long time,
had actually prepared the people to embrace the new
God of Christianity. In pre-Christian Melanesia, people
knew there was a ‘remote powerful being’, higher than
the other spirits they feared. In their different languages
they gave him names like Kalou, Anatu, Datakaliwabe,
Tudava, Tapait and so on. When, for the first time,
they heard the message from the missionaries about
this powerful being, called God, they responded
saying, “Aha! Now we know it was Anatu, Kalou or
Datakaliwabe who was among us all this time and yet
we did not know him.” Today most people groups in
Melanesia have maintained these local names for the
God of the Bible.

Second, power-encounters were a very influential
way of demonstrating the power of the gospel and
of the living God, against the power of local gods
and spirits. An example is the land on which Rarongo
Theological College of the United Church in Papua New
Guinea stands. Locally, it was known as haunted land.
When the missionaries needed land to build a training
institution, this land was gladly given to them, with
the idea that if any of the missionaries quickly fell ill
and died then the new God was powerless. When, after
three months, no missionaries died, there was a mass
movement to Christianity. There are many examples
of such power-encounter incidents that led people to
embrace Christianity.

Fourth, missionaries learnt Melanesian languages
and reduced them into a lingua franca (or pidgin) for
general communication and writing. This was used as a
‘missionary language’ to evangelise and educate many
island groups in Melanesia and proved to be a very
successful medium for the rapid growth of Christianity
in the region.
And finally, improved health services meant longer
lives for the people. Being able to read and write also
empowered the inhabitants and gave them their selfworth. On that basis also, Christianity was warmly
welcomed and embraced not as an alternate religion,
but the new way forward, to end hostility, fear and
cannibalism, bringing forth the dawn of a greater light.

The missionaries were products of their own cultures
and times, and made many mistakes, but they left
behind strong churches in Melanesia, with able
local leadership and a well-educated populace. They
championed health services and facilities which have
become major hospitals even to this day. They started
primary schools, high schools and colleges which have
become part of the whole education system for the
nations of Melanesia. We pay tribute to their bravery,
dedication and commitment that transformed the
whole region.

THE COSTS
The gospel the missionaries brought was costly. Many
of the missionaries from Fiji, Tonga and Samoa never
made it back to the land of their birth – they paid the
price for the gospel they brought to Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. We have their graves
among us as a reminder of their commitment and
dedication to the task of preaching the gospel. Many
of them sowed the seeds of the gospel and watered
the seeds with their own blood. In my own area, the
New Guinea Islands Region, lies the memorial of four
Fijians who were brutally slain by the head man Talili
in the interior of the Gazelle Peninsula. The place is
now called Taliligap, meaning ‘Talili shed the blood’. It
is a grim reminder of four brave ‘warriors’ of the gospel
who laid down their lives for the sake of my people.

The haunted land became a beautiful campus

Third, the news of the transforming power of the gospel
in villages that had embraced Christianity travelled fast,
far and wide. This led to many seeking the message
of the gospel. For instance, in 1920, three men from
a village next to mine paddled long distances with
shell money to buy the lotu (Tongan for church or
Christianity). Today the lotu is strong on the island of
New Hanover.

LEGACIES

Many missionary graves are still with us

Melanesian church leaders graduating

PLEASE PRAY
Almighty God, thank you for your saving power
throughout the islands of Melanesia. We
praise you for the church you have built, and
the legacy left by missionaries. Thank you that
you are raising up a new generation of local
Christian leaders to minister to your people.
We pray for CLTC and other theological colleges
in the region and ask that you would provide
for their needs and inspire them through your
word. May you continue to reach the people
of Melanesia with the love and hope of Jesus.
Amen.
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13th to 19th JULY 2020

AN AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTIVE
Dr Geoff Treloar, Reader in the History of Christianity at the Australian College of Theology
Stuart Brooking interviewed
Dr Geoff Treloar and this
is a summary of some of
his comments that give a
perspective on how Church
History is viewed within
wider historical discussions
in Australia.
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Australian perspectives on Christianity within the
study of history have undergone significant changes
in the last hundred years. In the 19th Century, the
Christian faith brought significant cultural capital
from European society. Throughout the 20th Century
we’ve seen that capital diminish due to a range of
factors, both academic and social.
Where, in an earlier time, the church and Christianity
were regarded as key components of society, leading
20th Century historians diminished the sense of its
influence. In their persuasive writings, Manning Clark
mocks the faith, Ken Inglis marginalises it, and Stuart
McIntyre leaves it out when describing the shaping
of Australian society. In the recent Cambridge History
of Australia edited by McIntyre, only 4% of its 1,164
pages is on religion and the general argument is that
it has had a presence in the country but has not been
a force to shape it.
Looking back over the decades there has been a steady
decline in the perceived relevance of Christianity in
both public and private life. In the 1950s and 60s it
was not easy to be a Christian, but being a believer
put you in the mainstream of acceptance. Since then
there has been a seemingly irresistible secularisation
based on the humanist arrogance of the all sufficiency
of human existence. This was so much so that, in the
1980s, some humanists predicted their theories
would destroy religion. That has obviously not been

fulfilled, but it has changed religion in Australia. The
structures that had so much influence in the early
20th Century are now marginalised.
On top of the academic attack on the church, there has
been overt opposition and distrust of the faith within
the media. There is, of course, a link of influence from
the universities to people within media. The impact
of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses
into Child Abuse has compounded these issues and
created a profound distrust and antipathy towards
the church. The Royal Commission has ‘emptied the
cultural bank account’ of the public instruments of
the faith.
As history is now written, it is in the hands of the
secularists who see Australia as a story of the triumph
of those who were victims in the 19th Century – the
convicts, squatters, bushmen, bushrangers, diggers,
Aboriginal people and women. Liberation is thus
seen to be due to the forces of secular ideas against
many obstacles, including Christianity.
Our response needs to encapsulate the fact that we
are in a post-Christian era and adapt to that. We need
to encourage the study of our history to reclaim the
role of Christianity by showing its beneficial effects
on society. Theological colleges as well as universities
have a part to play. These institutions train students
to have an appreciation for the role of Christians in
the world and are the ‘continuators’ of the truth of
that story. Those few who are writing in this area
need to be encouraged, and young Christians need to
be inspired to study history with a view to recapturing
an understanding of the place of faith in shaping
Australia’s history. The recent multi prize-winning
book by Meredith Lake, ‘The Bible in Australia’, is an
outstanding example of this type of history writing.

PLEASE PRAY
Lord God, thank you for the role that Christians have played in shaping the history of Australia.
We lift up our nation to you and ask that you would touch the hearts of every Australian with your
saving grace. May your word be a light to many who are struggling with skepticism, hopelessness
and disappointment in the church. Please help us not to lean on our own understanding but look
to you for wisdom in serving our neighbours and showing your loving kindness. Amen.
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20th to 26th JULY 2020

THE THRILL OF DISCOVERING
CHRISTIAN HISTORY
IN MONGOLIA
Luvsangombo (Luya) Gantumur, Principal of Union Bible Theological College, Mongolia
My church sent me to study at Union Bible Theological
College (UBTC) in 2002. One of the subjects that
resonated with me was Church History, which was
taught by an English missionary at that time. My
eyes were opened and I realised that I had no prior
knowledge regarding Christian church history. Thus,
it was fascinating to learn the long history of the
church. I was impressed to discover how the church
had survived for the last 2000 years.
Moreover, I was thrilled to know from my church
history professor that Christianity was in Mongolia
even before Chingiss Khan’s time. Most Mongolians
who lived under the communist regime understood
religions, namely Christianity, to be a new
phenomenon. There was no mention of Christianity
during communism and Christian stories were
eliminated from historical books. I thought the church
was established in Mongolia just after communism
collapsed in 1990.
After the fall of communism, people returned to
their traditional ways of worship, being Buddhism
and Shamanism. Many believe that Buddhism and
Shamanism are an indispensable part of the lives of
“real Mongolians.” Since young Mongolian Christians
follow Christ, they are considered as devotees of
a foreign religion. Christians are the minority in
Mongolia, and they are still marginalised as “not real
Mongolians.”
On one hand, Christians are fanatic about their
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Luya Gantumur and a Japanese bible translator with early Mongolian Bibles in their hands.

UBTC student with a portrait of a Mongolian queen.

newly found faith and unconsciously ignore some
traditions, which are not against the Scripture. On
the other hand, some Christians have felt that they
are rejecting their traditions by following Christ’s
teachings. Therefore, I believe it is important to teach
young Christians (and the masses) that Christianity is
not a new phenomenon. It has a long history since
the sixth century when the Nestorian Christians
landed in the steppe of Mongolia.

It inspires Christians when we share that some of our
forefathers were followers of Christ. I was personally
encouraged to know that daughters-in-law of
our Great Khan, Chinggis, were Christians. When
young Christians discover that they have a Christian
heritage, they get excited. It becomes their pride and
it inspires them not to hesitate, but to cling more to
their distinct belief.
Learning from the Christian history of Mongolia,
I believe, will raise national awareness among
Mongolian Christians and will help them to remain
both Mongolians and Christians at the same time.
It is a challenge for Christian thinkers and professors
to do more research on this field.

PLEASE PRAY
Lord of all nations, we praise you for
your work in Mongolia. Thank you
for UBTC and the teaching of your
word to bring clarity and freedom.
Please encourage your sons and
daughters in Mongolia to be
confident and established in their
faith, free to share your good news
with their friends and family. May
many people in Mongolia hear the
good news of Jesus and be saved.
Amen.
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27th JULY to 2nd AUGUST 2020

KEY PERIODS IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA
Dr Edi Suranta Ginting, Professor of Church History at Tyrannus Bible Seminary, Indonesia

The history of the Asian church (SGA) can be divided
into three periods.

THE FIRST PERIOD (30-1500 AD)
Containing over one thousand years of history, this
period includes the birth of the Asian church until the
collapse of Christianity in Asia in 1453, with the fall
of the Byzantine Empire. Three important points to
highlight are:
•

The birth and development of the Asian church
before Islam.

•

The patterns that show the spread of the gospel.

•

The theology that was adopted in Asia during
this time.

This era also includes insights into how the Christian
faith was practiced within the territory of Islam, until
the fall of Constantinople. Moreover, we can see how
Christianity and Islam interacted during the Crusades
from the 11th - 13th Century.

THE THIRD PERIOD (1945-PRESENT)
Reflecting our modern experience, this period covers
church life in Asia after the second world war and the
birth of Asian consciousness. During this time there
was a growing awareness amongst Asian Christians
that the faith they possessed was of a western style.
This became evident in the fact that the reality and
context of their lives was excluded from existing
biblical theology. Contextual theology was born,
highlighting the unique history and perspective of
Asian Christianity.
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Church History class at Tyrannus Bible Seminary

Three very important aspects emphasised in the
course at Tyrannus Bible Seminary are:
1.

The development of the Asian church
represented by Nestorianism, which in the 7th
century had sent missionaries and established
churches in India, China and Sumatra.

2.

Then, the fall and disappearance of Christianity
in Asia at the end of the 15th century with its
causing factors. This part is important because
Islamic policies towards minority religions
carried out in the 8th century are still carried
out today, especially in Indonesia.

3.

Finally, the efforts of churches in Asia to survive
while remaining faithful in preaching the gospel
and in formulating contextual Asian theology.

THE SECOND PERIOD (1500-1945)
Covering the arrival of Europeans in Asia, this period
highlights the birth of European-style Christianity
and its growth. The background of European
colonialists in Asia is explored, as well as the history of
the establishment of Christianity in various countries
throughout Asia

These 3 points are considered important because of
their relevance to Christianity today, which is still a
minority faith in Asia and must engage with major
religions, especially Islam. By studying the history of
the Asian church, it is hoped that each student will
get a general picture of the state of Christianity in Asia
today. Additionally, this topic challenges students to
look to the future and design theology that is even
more relevant to the church in Asia.

PLEASE PRAY
Gracious God, thank you for our brothers
and sisters in Indonesia. We pray for
the teachers and students at Tyrannus
Bible Seminary and ask that you equip
them with knowledge and grace to do
your will. Thank you that they can study
theology within their context, exploring
their unique history and perspective,
whilst remaining faithful to the gospel.
Please help your people to engage
effectively with Islam and other major
religions to show your love, grace and
power. Amen.
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3rd to 9th AUGUST 2020

LBCS students learning on location at an historic site

IDENTIFYING THE STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES OF
THE CHURCH
Dr Lal Senanayake, Principal of Lanka Bible College and Seminary, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan church history is officially connected to
the arrival of the Portuguese, who brought Roman
Catholicism to the country in 1505. In the 17th
century, the Dutch brought their brand of Reformed
Christianity. With the arrival of the English in 1802,
various mainline denominations brought their brands
of protestant Christianity to this island. However,
there are also traditional beliefs, with some evidence,
to say that Christianity came to Sri Lanka in 72 AD
when the Apostle Thomas visited India with the
gospel. Even if we just look at the written evidence,
there is over 500 years of recorded Christian history.
During these five centuries, the church initiated
many positive developments in Sri Lanka in the
areas of education, economics and administrative
systems. Unfortunately, there were also negative
influences on the existing culture, society and
religion. Although there was a positive response
from the local community to the Christian message
when missionaries initially started sharing the gospel
in Sri Lanka, the majority of indigenous Sri Lankans
gradually began to grow bitter against foreign rule
and the related religion - Christianity. Even after
many long years of Christian activity, the impact on
Sri Lankan society is minimal.
Therefore, Lanka Bible College and Seminary (LBCS)
teaches history with a critical analysis of missional
activities in the past, assessing the failures and
successes of that time. LBCS provides avenues for
students to look critically at overall church history,
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and specifically, Sri Lankan church history. These
are helpful activities to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the church in the past. Such an
approach helps us to improve upon things that had
a positive influence and avoid repeating the mistakes
of the past.
It is beneficial not only to identify mistakes, but to
respond wisely to the challenges that have evolved
into the present as a result of past failures. This
awareness helps upcoming leaders to avoid negative
methods when undertaking church work. For
example, a careful assessment of Sri Lanka’s missional
history shows that, over time, most of the European
ministries were inherited by local leaders. Many of
these leaders continued to operate in the same way
they had been shown by the missionaries, without
any critical reflection or formal education into the
history of mission. Thus, despite being ineffective,
certain traditions and practices have continued in the
mission field.
Teaching and studying the history of the church,
and its approach to mission will help us assess
and evaluate the success and failures of the past,
revealing ways to engage in mission effectively. To
facilitate greater learning, LBCS takes students to
historical locations to educate them on site. This
allows for a deeper understanding of church history
and encourages critical and analytical reflection
so that the negative impacts of our history are not
repeated.

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father, thank
you for Lanka Bible
College and Seminary.
May you bless all the
staff and students who
are faithfully following
you and studying your
word. Thank you for their
determination to identify
the past strengths and
weaknesses of mission
in Sri Lanka. Please help
them to continue to
improve their approach
to local mission and
church life so that they
can see a great harvest in
their nation. Amen.
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10th to 16th AUGUST 2020

CHRISTIANITY IS THE DRIVING
FORCE OF ALL HISTORY
Dr Geoff Treloar, Reader in the History of Christianity at the Australian College of Theology

Stuart Brooking interviewed Dr Treloar and has
summarised his insights. He makes the case that we
shouldn’t actually use the term ‘Church History’, but
rather ‘Christianity in History’. This is not a quibble but
grows from a profound theological truth.
The problem with the term ‘Church History’ is that it
can be both misleading and unhelpful. While it is the
most common term worldwide within theological
institutions, it points us in the wrong directions.
The term ‘Church History’ is misleading because it
makes us focus on the institutions, the denominations
and the professionals. It makes the story one which
is primarily ‘top down’ - focussing on clergy, not on
all God’s people. Focusing on men, not women and
children. Focusing on disputes about the faith, not on
the social engagement of the Christian people. If we
had a better ecclesiology (theology of the church) we
wouldn’t focus on the institutional realities as much
as see God’s work in all his people.
The term ‘Church History’ is unhelpful because it
looks inwards to the church and it alone. There is
no reference to the wider events of history and the
things that cause the current reality. It suggests that
there is a set of spiritual factors which makes no
reference to the mundane factors of life that, in part,
cause the current reality. If we had a better creation
theology, we wouldn’t divide off the spiritual from
the rest of reality but integrate it all and see God’s
work in all of history.
At the moment, the western world is in deep reaction
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to Christianity (see the earlier article, ‘An Australian
Perspective’) so, all the more, we need to conceive
of ourselves as Christians within the context of the
whole sweep of history.
In order to rethink the place of the Christian faith in
history it is better to drop the term ‘Church History’
and use the term ‘Christianity in History’.
The concept ‘Christianity in History’ has a neutral
sense, but also a deeper theological sense, and both
are worth considering. The term can suggest just the
reality that Christianity has been at times a dynamic,
influential, and even transformative force, within
world history. Thus, it can’t be an obscure study off in
the corner, with interest only to the specialists within
the church. It is a worthy topic for all historians and
should be taken into account no matter what the
topic of study.
But there is a deeper reality that is worth considering
too. As the 4th Century church father, Augustine
said, ‘The real history of the world is the history
of Christianity!’ This is not a neutral view inviting
study of the church, so much as an uncovering of the
engagement of God’s work in the world. It notices
the church’s critical role in the Creator’s purposes.
Furthermore, a proper study of history ultimately
looks forward to the time when God’s view of the
world is revealed to all people. This deeper view
speaks of the triumph of God and the revelation of
his people as his children. It requires faith not only to
perceive that, but even more so, to long for it.

PLEASE PRAY
King of all kings, you are sovereign over all of history. Thank you for your work in the nations and that
your church has been a dynamic and transformative force within world history. We pray that scholars
and historians around the globe would recognise and value the contribution of Christianity in history.
May we all glorify you as we seek to serve our communities and see your plan for the world revealed
to all people. Amen.
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17th to 23rd AUGUST 2020

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT
THE WORK OF OCA

24th to 31st AUGUST 2020

STUDENTS SEEKING SPONSORSHIP
$2,200 per year will help these students with tuition, accomodation and other costs

By giving through OCA you can be confident that your funds will go towards growing God’s church and
impacting each society, as competent leaders are trained for their ministry in their own country. When
you give to OCA you can specify the partner college that interests you and the student or project you
want to give to. We do not operate a ‘general pool’ from which we give, but rather invite our supporters to
nominate what God has put on their heart to give towards.

SALAM

SOME PRACTICAL OPTIONS FOR YOU TO CONSIDER:

ISHANI

SUPPORT A GRASSROOTS PASTOR FOR $1 A DAY
Many pastors and church planters in the developing world struggle to access the training they need. They
have the passion, but they need to learn how to minister effectively in Christ’s name. You can assist by
providing $365 which will cover the cost of a pastor or church planter to join a biblical training course run
by local Bible colleges tailor made for the needs of that context.

SUPPORT A PROJECT
Our partner colleges are constantly evaluating what resources are needed to make their institutions run
at optimum efficiency. Sometimes a college will need funding to develop an outreach strategy, or to
provide IT infrastructure to their campuses. Sometimes it’s as simple as giving towards the purchase of
good quality library books. You can donate towards a project that will make a significant difference to our
partner colleges. Current COVID-19 related projects are listed in the 'Shoulder to Shoulder Strategy' flyer
accompanying this Prayer Alert.

SPONSOR A STUDENT
There can be few greater causes than training leaders for the church, equipping and teaching individuals
who will emerge as resourceful, indigenous Christian leaders in their context. OCA supports men and
women who preach and teach the redeeming love of Jesus. You can commit to finance a student’s study
needs for $2,200 per year, or find a few friends who will join with you to fund the scholarship. Sponsorship
funds can be paid monthly, quarterly, six monthly or yearly.
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PLEASE PRAY
Almighty God, grant your people generous hearts to give to your work, and bless those who receive your
gifts with thankfulness, joy and wisdom. Amen.

KAN NUN

HENSHEL

College: Allahabad Bible Seminary, India
Course: Bachelor of Theology Graduation: 2021
I was raised in a Christian family, but we live in a Hindu area. I have been serving in my
local church and my pastors encouraged me to enroll at Allahabad Bible Seminary. I
am learning how to serve in ministry in a better way. After I graduate, I will serve in
the Evangelical Church of India.
College: Lanka Bible College, Sri Lanka
Course: Diploma in Theology Graduation: 2021
I am serving in youth and children’s ministry. I have learnt so much since enrolling at
the college. I am now able to carry out ministry faithfully. After I graduate, I plan to
serve as a children’s pastor.

College: Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology, Myanmar
Course: Master of Divinity Graduation: 2022
I serve as a youth leader. I am learning a lot through my studies here at MEGST. I am
learning about the character of Jesus’ disciples and about God’s relationship with his
people. My studies have helped me to be more effective in ministry. After I graduate,
I will return to my home church to serve the Lord with them.
College: Namibia Evangelical Theological Seminary, Namibia
Course: Certificate of Theology Graduation: 2023
I have been serving as a church elder for over 10 years. My studies will broaden my
understanding of the word of God and its application in day to day life. After the
completion of my studies I want to serve by preaching the word of the Lord to the
community at large.

To find out more please contact Linda on (02) 9635 4099
PLEASE PRAY
Lord, we thank you for moving men and women throughout the world to seek to know you and understand you
more, and who desire to bring your gospel of good news to their communities, cities and nations. Please equip 32
them for dedicated and effective ministry. Amen.

NOW, MORE THAN EVER,
IT’S IMPORTANT TO STAY

CONNECTED.

MORE
ALERT

As well as our website and Facebook page, OCA uses two other platforms to keep you up
to date with the status of our partner colleges. Your prayers and support are vital to us,
particularly during the Covid-19 crisis.
Please consider subscribing to the following feeds to keep in touch with us and receive
the latest updates and prayer needs from our partner colleges:

PrayerMate is an award-winning Christian prayer
app that seeks to help you regularly pray for the
people and causes you care about.

Overseas Council Australia has a prayer feed that you
can subscribe to on PrayerMate. Once subscribed,
you will receive prayer points from OCA each day.

PrayerMate brings all your prayer points together.
Whether it's your personal prayer points for friends
and family, or regular updates from a fantastic
mission organisation, PrayerMate puts it all together
in one place and helps you get on and pray.

The app is available on iOS and Android and you can
download it to your phone for free from your app
store.

1. Click the Add button

3. Scroll down to the
Overseas Council
Australia logo and
select

Once you’ve downloaded the app, you can subscribe
to OCAs feed by following these simple steps:

Keep up to date with the happenings of our colleges with
our weekly ‘More Alert’ email.
‘More Alert’ briefly presents the latest prayer needs sent to
us by our partner colleges.
To receive ‘More Alert’ to your email, please contact the
OCA office:

office@overseascouncil.com.au
or on 02 9635 4409
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2. Scroll down to
Theological Colleges
and Training and select

4. Scroll down to the
bottom of the page
and select Subscribe to
this feed.

You are now subscribed and will receive our prayer points in your daily prayer session.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING
DOESN’T WORK

HERE

BUT WE’LL BE STANDING
SHOULDER TO SHOULDER

WITH COLLEGES

THROUGH THIS CRISIS
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